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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which mechanism is enabled by default in the OTV technology to
conserve bandwidth?
A. Data plane traffic is prevented from traversing the OTV
link.
B. Unknown unicast flooding is suppressed over the OTV link.
C. Control plane traffic is prevented from traversing the OTV
link.
D. BPDUs are allowed to traverse the OTV link.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
The SIP CTI link between a SIP-enabled Avaya Aura Contact
Center (AACC) and Application Enablement Services (AES) employs
secure communication.
Which three objectives does secure communication commonly aim
to achieve? (Choose three.)
A. Private Key
B. Public Key
C. Integrity
D. Confidentiality
E. Authorization
Answer: C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Another user has issued the statement LOCK TABLE pets FOR WRITE
You can...
A. UPDATE and SELECT from table pets
B. None of the above
C. SELECT from table pets
D. Update table pets
Answer: B
Explanation:
28.2. Explicit Table Locking When a table is locked for
reading, other clients can read from the table at the same
time, but no client canwrite to it. Once acquired, only the
client holding the write lock can read from or write to the
table. Other clientscan neither read from nor write to it. No
other client can lock the table for either reading or writing.
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